Local charged with child porn possession

By Linda Sampson
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

Local police arrested a 52-year-old resident for possession of child pornography. The investigation began when the officer received information indicating that the suspect had been using the internet to access child pornography. A search warrant was executed, and police recovered several images and videos from the suspect's computer.

Family ups ante for leads surrounding teen's death

By Harvey Sampson
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

A new law has been passed that requires the police to release certain information within 48 hours of a death, in order to expedite investigations. The new law was sparked by the recent death of a teenager, whose family had been seeking answers for several weeks.

County road law nears repeal

By Jerry Martin
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

The county commissioners are considering repealing a law that restricts the use of county roads for commercial vehicles. Many residents and businesses have been concerned about the impact of this law on their operations.

Peace officers pay tribute to fallen comrades

By Robert Johnson
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

A ceremony was held in honor of the fallen law enforcement officers in the county. The event featured speeches, music, and the presentation of awards to surviving family members. A moment of silence was observed in memory of the fallen officers.
Retail sales up in Panola County
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Service League plans salad supper at meeting
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